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I think it is about time you stop pandering to BIG MONEY Companies and start listening to us, the broad public. You were talking about thanking individuals and companies who save energy? This is what WE do - all of us with solar panels on our roofs - yet you allow us to be USED by the electricity providers: our clean electricity stolen (paid so-o-o little) and sold back at unjustifiable high cost!!! Do you mean that WE will ALSO, through our taxes, pay a reward to these businesses and individuals who use less of the dirty power supplied?? Shouldn’t the electricity companies have invested in clean energy power by now? Or are they, like the politicians, only able to cling to what they have - at all cost (to others: our country, our world)? We hear every poli telling us that Australia is leading the world... in what? As it appears to us, Australia is at the very bottom of every list of achievement of developed countries: education (keep them stupid: they are easier to lead), industrial (everything we buy is made somewhere else), agricultural (in a country where there is so little water we grow rice and cotton), climate change, Oh there: WE simply do not believe in it!!! So we are also at the bottom in science. About time some of you do something about it.